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Using the Max-Sum Algorithm for Supply Chain
Emergence in Dynamic Multiunit Environments

Maria Chli and Michael Winsper

Abstract—Supply chain formation (SCF) is the process of
determining the set of participants and exchange relationships
within a network with the goal of setting up a supply chain that
meets some predefined social objective. Many proposed solutions
for the SCF problem rely on centralized computation, which
presents a single point of failure and can also lead to problems
with scalability. Decentralized techniques that aid supply chain
emergence offer a more robust and scalable approach by allowing
participants to deliberate between themselves about the struc-
ture of the optimal supply chain. Current decentralized supply
chain emergence mechanisms are only able to deal with simplis-
tic scenarios in which goods are produced and traded in single
units only and without taking into account production capac-
ities or input-output ratios other than 1:1. In this paper, we
demonstrate the performance of a graphical inference technique,
max-sum loopy belief propagation (LBP), in a complex multiunit
unit supply chain emergence scenario which models additional
constraints such as production capacities and input-to-output
ratios. We also provide results demonstrating the performance
of LBP in dynamic environments, where the properties and com-
position of participants are altered as the algorithm is running.
Our results suggest that max-sum LBP produces consistently
strong solutions on a variety of network structures in a mul-
tiunit problem scenario, and that performance tends not to be
affected by on-the-fly changes to the properties or composition
of participants.

Index Terms—Max-sum algorithm, mechanism design, supply
chain formation (SCF).

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPPLY chains are the networks of organizations involved
in the conversion of raw materials, information or ser-

vices into a end product, and the sale of this product to an
end consumer. Supply chain formation (SCF) is the process of
determining the set of participants in a supply chain, the set of
goods which are exchanged between the participants, and the
terms of these exchanges [1]. The traditional manual approach
to the formation of supply chains involves time-consuming
periods of contract tendering and negotiations. As uncertain
markets and an increasing need to capitalize on emerging busi-
ness opportunities combine to necessitate increased speed in
commercial decision-making, there exists a growing need for
automated support.
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Computational approaches to SCF generally model poten-
tial supply chain participants—businesses capable of forming
a link in the supply chain—as individual computational agents
with limited information about the structure of the supply
chain as a whole. These agents express their capabilities and
costs through a mechanism, typically negotiations or auctions,
determining the subset of agents capable of forming the most
efficient supply chain. At the conclusion of this process, which
is typically completed in a fraction of the time required of the
manual approach, the supply chain is formed.

Agent-based approaches to SCF may either be central-
ized or decentralized. Centralized approaches typically make
use of combinatorial auctions to determine allocations, with
the NP-hard winner determination problem (WDP) usually
being solved with integer programming. The use of inte-
ger programming implies complete knowledge by some party
about the bids of all agents; this is an assumption which
might not always be practical or allowable in the real world.
Centralized approaches also introduce a single point of failure
into the process as well as potential problems with scala-
bility. Decentralized approaches to the SCF problem make
only minimal assumptions about the participating agents, giv-
ing them a wide range of applicability, allowing for greater
scalability than centralized approaches, but posing challenges
in determining allocations, given that agents only possess
local information about the structure of the network and the
capabilities of other participants.

In [2], it was shown that when the SCF problem is cast as
an optimization of a pairwise cost function, max-sum loopy
belief propagation (LBP) is capable of quickly finding con-
sistently optimal allocations in a decentralized manner over a
wide range of network structures. However, this paper exam-
ines a very simple scenario in which goods are only traded
one unit at a time, production capacities are not accounted
for, input to output ratio is always assumed to be 1:1 and
grants agents little autonomy—agents are forced to actively
participate for the entirety of the process and are unable to
change any of their properties, such as the price they wish
to charge for the goods they sell or their capacity, once the
process has begun.

In this paper, we propose a framework for the representation
of realistic supply chains in which multiple units of several
goods are produced and traded. The max-sum LBP-based tech-
nique for decentralized SCF presented in [2] is used as a
starting point and it is extended to accommodate the multiu-
nit, variable capacity and input-output ratio scenario. We also
present a set of experiments demonstrating the performance
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of LBP in a truly dynamic environment, in which we test the
performance of the mechanism when faced with changes to
the properties (e.g., capacity, reserve price, etc.) and composi-
tion of participants (e.g., departure of a participant or entrance
of a new participant to the system). Our results demonstrate
that the enriched max-sum algorithm is capable of producing
optimal or near-optimal allocations over a range of network
topologies in both static and dynamic environments.

In Section II, we provide details of previous agent-based
techniques for SCF, focusing on their ability to deal with
multiunit exchanges, additional constraints such as factory
capacities, and dynamic settings. In Section III, we describe
our framework for the representation of multiunit supply
chains, and in Section IV, we explain how the max-sum LBP
algorithm is applied to multiunit SCF. Section V details our
experimental procedure and our model of the dynamic envi-
ronment, while Section VI shows the results produced by
LBP in both static and dynamic multiunit environments. In
Section VII, we provide conclusions about our work, and
suggest some potential directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Multiagent systems enable us to model a number of prop-
erties characteristic of supply chains, including decentralized
decision making by self-interested agents and the process of
self-organization by participants. It is no surprise, then, that
application of the agent-based paradigm to several aspects of
supply chains has been an ongoing focus of multiagent systems
research for several years, particularly in supply chain man-
agement [3], [4], most notably the trading agent competition in
supply chain management game [5], and in the area of SCF [6].
The majority of the literature on SCF involving self-interested
agents deals with the use of market-based approaches to elicit
costs and capabilities from participants, with auctions being
the most frequently used of these methods.

In this section, we examine previous auction-based
approaches to SCF and introduce the use of probabilistic
graphical models and LBP for SCF and related problems.

A. Auctions

Many approaches to SCF involve modeling the supply
chain as a network of auctions, with first and second-price
sealed bid auctions, double auctions and combinatorial auc-
tions among the most frequently-used methods. SCF through
auctions is a popular approach for a number of reasons: auc-
tions are frequently used in real-world tendering and sales
situations, they are often able to form good solutions to the
SCF problem, and some auctions are able to guarantee various
desirable game-theoretic properties. Such properties include
incentive compatibility, which means that a participant’s dom-
inant strategy is to truthfully reveal its private information;
individual rationality, where participants are guaranteed to
receive nonnegative utility by participating, budget balance,
where payments made to and by the mechanism are equal,
and allocative efficiency, where the utility of participants is
maximized. It is important to note, however, that it is impos-
sible for a two-sided mechanism to satisfy each of these four

properties simultaneously [7]. We examine the game theoretic
properties of our approach in Section VI-F.

Perhaps the most comprehensive series of studies on SCF
using auctions comes from Walsh et al. and Babaioff and Walsh,
who examine the efficiency of supply chains formed using
simultaneous double auctions [1], combinatorial auctions [9],
and one-shot double auctions [8], respectively.

1) Double Auctions: Walsh and Wellman [1] proposed a mar-
ket protocol with bidding restrictions referred to as simultaneous
ascending (M+1)st price with simple bidding (SAMP-SB),
which uses a series of simultaneous ascending double auctions.
SAMP-SB was shown to be capable of producing highly-valued
allocations—solutions which maximize the difference between
the costs of participating producers and the values obtained
by participating consumers—over several network structures,
although it frequently struggled on networks where competitive
equilibria did not exist. The authors also proposed a similar
protocol, SAMP-SB-D, with the provision for decommitment
in order to remedy the inefficiencies caused by solutions in
which one or more producers acquire an incomplete set of
complementary input goods and are unable to produce their
output good, leading to negative utility. This use of a post-
allocation decommitment stage was recognized as an imperfect
approach, however, due to the possible problems created by
rendering the results of auctions as nonbinding.

In [8], a one-shot double auction mechanism, referred to
as Trade Reduction auctions, is proposed based upon work
in [10], that sacrifices perfect allocative efficiency, in order
to guarantee incentive compatibility, individual rationality and
budget balance. The authors propose both a centralized and
a distributed algorithm for determining allocations; however,
their distributed algorithm relies on the use of mediators for
each good, communication between these mediators, and a
central coordinator agent. These factors combine to indicate an
assumption of centralization which may not always be valid.

2) Combinatorial Auctions: Walsh et al. [9] use a combi-
natorial auction protocol on a subset of the networks in [1]
to attempt to find allocations under strategic bidding behavior
by agents. Combinatorial approaches to SCF hold the advan-
tage of being able to avoid the problem of dead ends in the
presence of input complementarities by allowing agents to bid
for bundles of goods. Due to the strategic bidding behaviors
adopted by the agents in [9], the results of the combinato-
rial protocol did not represent a significant improvement on
the double auction protocol, with the quality of the solutions
found to be influenced in large part by the amount of available
surplus in the networks.

More recent work examining the multiunit case of SCF
has seen the proposal of mixed multiunit combinatorial
auctions (MMUCAs) for SCF [11], with the standard com-
binatorial model of bids being placed for bundles of goods
replaced by negotiations over “transformations,” essentially
commitments by bidders to produce a set of output goods
given a set of input goods. There exist several approaches to
solving the NP-hard WDP associated with MMUCAs, and
the quality of the solutions produced by these techniques
tends to depend on the characteristics of the network being
tested [12]. Although all existing MMUCA solvers rely on
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integer programming and thus may face difficulties with
scalability, Giovannucci et al. [13] have improved the applica-
bility of MMUCAs to larger SCF problems by proposing an
integer program mapping which improves the computational
efficiency of the WDP calculation by taking advantage of the
structural properties of the network.

In [14], continuing with the framework of combinatorial
auctions, auctioneers are equipped with a Petri-net formalism
which under certain conditions (e.g., acyclic networks) lead to
optimal formations. Finding a local, decentralized solver for
MMUCAs and the Petri-net formalism remains an ongoing
area of research [11], [14].

3) Suitability of Auctions for Multiunit and Dynamic
Environments: Both double and combinatorial auctions are
readily generalizable to multiunit environments, although
application to this case presents combinatorial auctions in par-
ticular with a very hard problem. The most frequently-studied
form of combinatorial auctions, including all of the approaches
mentioned in Section II-A2, are one-shot mechanisms
i.e., there exists no scope for participants to change their prop-
erties or to enter or leave—each participant places a single set
of bids, and the process of computing a solution to the problem
begins immediately. Periodic auction-based approaches, such
as the SAMP-SB double auction protocol from [1], permit the
departure of existing participants or the entry of new ones dur-
ing the bidding process, and allow participants to change their
bids—although typically with some restrictions.

B. Loopy Belief Propagation

Although auctions and negotiations are by far the most
commonly-employed techniques in agent-based approaches to
the SCF problem, LBP has been used as a method for task
allocation for several years in the related area of agent-based
decentralized coordination [15], [16]. In [2], an LBP-based
approach was applied to the SCF problem, noting that the
passing of messages in LBP is comparable to the placing of
bids in standard auction-based approaches. The decentralized
and distributed nature of LBP also allows for the avoidance
of the scalability issues present in centralized approaches such
as combinatorial auctions.

LBP is a decentralized and distributed approximate infer-
ence scheme involving the application of Pearl’s belief prop-
agation algorithm [17] to graphical models containing cycles.
It uses iterative stages of message passing as a means for
estimating the marginal probabilities of nodes being in given
states: at each iteration, each node in the graph sends a mes-
sage to each of its neighbors giving an estimation of the
sender’s beliefs about the likelihoods of the recipient being
in each of its possible states. Nodes then update their beliefs
about their own states based upon the content of these mes-
sages, and the cycle of message passing and belief update
continues until the beliefs of each node become stable.

1) Probabilistic Graphical Models: Probabilistic graphical
models are a means for encoding probability distributions over
a set of variables using graphs [18]. Graphical models may
be directed or undirected. Directed graphical models, known
as Bayesian networks (BNs), represent qualitative dependence
between variables—an arc from node i to node j indicates

that i causes j, as well quantitative statistical dependence—an
arc between nodes also corresponds to a conditional proba-
bility of the state of a child node given its parent(s)—p(xj|xi)

represents the probability of xj given xi. Undirected graphi-
cal models—Markov random fields (MRFs)—are useful for
representing symmetric dependencies between variables. In
MRFs, as in BNs, adjacency (through an undirected edge)
of nodes indicates dependence, while nodes which are not
directly connected are strictly independent.

2) Max-Sum Loopy Belief Propagation: The most com-
monly used version of LBP, the sum-product algorithm, is
used to estimate marginal probabilities at individual nodes.
Because we are interested in finding the optimal state config-
uration of the network as a whole rather than the most likely
state of any one node, we use a well-known variant of LBP,
the max-sum algorithm, to estimate the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) assignment of our supply chain networks. Max-sum
LBP is well-suited as a means for allocation determination
in SCF for a number of reasons. First, as mentioned earlier,
the formalism introduced in [1] for the representation of sup-
ply chains as task dependency networks—bipartite directed
acyclic graphs with nodes representing producers, consumers
and goods linked by edges representing potential flows of
goods, allows for easy conversion into pairwise MRFs suit-
able for inference once explicit representation of goods in
the graphs is removed. Replacing the process of bidding in
auctions with message passing between agents allows partici-
pants to share their beliefs about the optimal structure of the
supply chain without revealing any more private cost informa-
tion than they would in an open auction. LBP operates in a
decentralized and distributed manner, properties important for
the realistic representation of separate self-interested business
entities. Finally, LBP is able to quickly and reliably produce
exact results in tree-structured and single-cycle networks while
still producing good approximations in more loopy networks.

3) Loopy Belief Propagation Properties: While LBP is
known to converge to exact results in a finite number of iterations
on tree-structured graphs, there is no such guarantee for more
loopy graphs, and if convergence is reached, the solution will
be an approximation, unless the graph contains only a single
loop [19]. Work by Vinyals et al. [20] has established worst-case
bounds on the quality of solutions produced by max-sum LBP,
although these guarantees hold only when all unary and pairwise
potentials are nonnegative, which is not the case in our model.
Despite these limitations, our application of LBP to decentral-
ized SCF is shown to outperform alternatives (see Section VI).
LBP has seen great success in a number of areas, including
turbo codes [21] and low density parity check codes [22], stereo
vision [23], as well as in the related field of communication
in sensor networks [15], [24]. The application of LBP in sup-
ply chain problems is becoming more widespread with work
in [25] putting forward binary factor graphs to address scal-
ability concerns associated with larger networks. This effort,
however, did not succeed in producing supply chains whose
efficiency approximates that of centralized allocations. Further
work, Penya-Alba et al. [26] use LBP and mediators in a decen-
tralized manner to achieve higher solution quality. All these
approaches are limited to single-unit product exchanges.
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Fig. 1. Simple supply chain TDN from [1] extended to the multiunit case.
Producers (P1, P2, P3, P4) and a consumer (C1) are represented by rectan-
gles, while goods are represented by circles. Edges between vertices indicate
potential flows of goods. Numbers immediately below producers represent
reserve prices, while numbers immediately below consumers indicate con-
sumption values. The values given below reserve prices and consumption
values indicate production capacities for producers and desired consumable
good quantities for consumers, respectively, and are measured in whole units
of the good in question. Edges from goods to producers are labeled with the
producer’s input to output ratio for that good.

III. MODEL

The use of task dependency networks (TDNs) for the rep-
resentation of supply chains was originally proposed in [1].
They offer an effective shorthand for SCF problems and the
networks introduced in Section III-D have been used as a
benchmark in the literature to facilitate comparison. TDNs
allow for a compact representation of the characteristic fea-
tures of SCF. The first of these features is hierarchical subtask
decomposition. Supply chain participants are specialized and
are only capable of completing specific tasks (i.e., producing
a certain type of good). In order to complete their task, they
are often reliant on the completion of subtasks (the produc-
tion of their input goods) by producers upstream in the supply
chain. The second, resource contention, means that multiple
participants may rely on common resources, such as goods
produced upstream in the supply chain. If these resources are
scarce, then these participants may be unable to participate
simultaneously in the supply chain. This serves to constrain
the number of possible solutions for a given set of participants.
Resource scarcity also leads to the exposure problem, a situ-
ation in which participants acquire an incomplete set of their
input goods and are thus unable to produce their output good.

For the first time, we extend the TDN representation with
input to output good ratios, production capacities and con-
sumer desired good quantities in order to model the multiunit
case. This requires an example of the extended representation,
as shown in Fig. 1. Production capacities and consumer-
desired good quantities are measured in whole units of the
good in question. A producer with a single input and an input
ratio of 2 for that good requires two units of that good in order
to produce one unit of its output, four units of that good to
produce two of its output, and so on.

In our example, we see that producer P1 is able to produce
up to 2 units of good 1, at a cost of 0.223 for each unit it
produces. Producer P3 requires 2 units of good 1 (as signified
by the edge from good 1 to P3) to produce a single unit of its
output good, good 3. Although P3 has the capacity to produce
up to 2 units of good 3, this would require P3 to obtain 4 units
of good 1, which is not possible in this network instance given
P1’s maximum output capacity of 2. Similarly, producer P2 is
able to produce up to 3 units of good 2 at a cost of 0.619 per
unit, and producer P4 requires 2 units of this good in order to

produce one unit of good 3. Consumer C1 desires a maximum
of 2 units of good 3, and obtains a consumption value of 1.216
for each unit of good 3 that it acquires.

A. Producers

Producers are capable of producing multiple units of a
single type of output good. At initialization, each producer is
assigned a production capacity which specifies the maximum
number of units each producer is able to produce of its output
good.

In order to produce one unit of their output good, producers
are required to acquire a number of units of each of their input
goods equal to their input to output good ratio for that good.
In order to produce two units of their output, producers require
twice as many units of their inputs as for one good, and so
on. Input to output good ratios are assigned to producers at
initialization, and each producer may have different ratios for
each of their input goods. Producers which do not require any
inputs to produce their output good are known as no-input
producers, and form the initial echelon of the supply chain. If
a producer requires multiple types of input good, we refer to
these goods as complementary. A producer cannot produce its
output good unless it acquires all the necessary input goods.

Producers attach a reserve price Rp in producing their out-
put good, which is a producer-specific constant. Reserve prices
model the expense incurred by a producer in producing a sin-
gle unit of their output, plus some small additional fixed profit
margin. They therefore can be said to be equivalent to sale
price of a single unit of the producer’s output good. The total
price charged by a producer is linear with the number of units
of its output good that it produces: if a producer manufactures
two units of its output good, it charges a price equal to 2Rp,
3Rp if it produces three units, and so on.

B. Consumers

Consumers seek to acquire a number of units of their con-
sumable good no greater than their desired consumable good
quantity. In each network, each consumer is assigned a static
consumption value Vc: this is the valuation the consumer holds
for obtaining a single unit of its consumable good. Similar to
reserve prices, the total value a consumer receives is linear
with the number of goods a consumer obtains: if a consumer
acquires two units of its consumable good it receives 2Vc, if
it acquires three units it receives 3Vc and so on.

C. Complementary Goods and Exposure

Some producers require multiple types of goods in order to
produce their output good. This situation is referred to as an
instance of input complementarity. Input complementarities,
in the presence of resource contention, constrain the num-
ber of possible solutions to a supply chain network. Input
complementarities also introduce the exposure problem in
noncombinatorial approaches to SCF. The exposure problem
occurs due to the fact that producers must acquire complemen-
tary goods individually. This leads to the risk of the producer
acquiring some but not all of their required input goods.
Combinatorial approaches avoid this problem by allowing
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Fig. 2. Simple network from [1].

Fig. 3. Two-cons network from [1].

Fig. 4. Greedy-bad network from [1].

producers to bid on bundles of goods. Our LBP approach lim-
its the exposure problem somewhat by encoding all of each
producer’s required inputs in each of their active states. The
concept of states is explained in greater detail in Section IV-B.

D. Networks

For comparison and evaluation purposes we utilize a set
of network structures used in [1], complemented by the huge
network which we designed to show the performance of our
mechanism on a very large network. In this section, we present
these network structures and discuss their characteristics.

The Simple network, shown in Fig. 2, is a small three-
tier network with two possible sources for the supply of
C1’s consumable good, good 3. Two-cons (Fig. 3), introduces
the issue of complementary goods—P4 needs both goods 1
and 2 to produce its output. Because of this, only one of
the consumers in this network can be satisfied at one time.
The greedy-bad network (Fig. 4) introduces further comple-
mentarity issues. Producer P6 is a possible seller of one of
Producer P7’s input goods, good 5. However, in order to
produce good 5, P6 requires good 4, which is also one of
P7’s inputs. As P7 is necessarily present in the single optimal
solution to this network, it must buy good 5 from P5, even
if the price is more expensive than when bought from P6.
This network serves to show the weakness of greedy search-
based techniques for SCF—although P7 may be able to acquire
good 5 more cheaply from P6, in doing so it renders the rest
of the supply chain infeasible.

Fig. 5 shows unbalanced, a larger network with several
instances of complementarity. The many-cons network (Fig. 6)
is a larger tree-structured network in which multiple consumers
can be satisfied simultaneously. The Bigger network (Fig. 7)

Fig. 5. Unbalanced network from [1].

Fig. 6. Many cons network from [1].

is large with many feasible solutions. Harder, shown in Fig. 8
can be seen as a much larger version of greedy-bad: despite
the scale of this network, there exists only one possible solu-
tion due to the presence of a number of complementarities.
Finally, the huge network (Fig. 9), models a very large-scale
supply chain, with six tiers of production and three consumers.

E. Conversion to MRF Form

To convert task dependency networks into pairwise MRF
form, two simple modifications must be made: first, the explicit
representation of goods is removed from the network. Where
edges previously linked an agent to a good or a good to an
agent, edges now link agents directly, though they preserve the
notion of an edge between agents meaning a potential route of
exchange. Second, we remove direction from the edges from
the graph. As an illustration, Fig. 10 depicts the MRF form of
the supply chain network of Fig. 1. With the graph converted
into pairwise MRF form, we define the states and costs required
for the running of LBP.
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Fig. 7. Bigger network, from [1].

Fig. 8. Harder network, from [6].

Fig. 9. Huge network.

Fig. 10. Simple supply chain network converted into MRF form. Edges now
link agents directly, and are undirected.

IV. MAX-SUM ALGORITHM

The max-sum algorithm is a variant of LBP, a decentral-
ized and distributed approximate inference scheme involving

the application of Pearl’s belief propagation algorithm [17] to
graphical models containing cycles. It uses iterative stages of
message passing as a means for estimating the MAP assign-
ment. In our case, the MAP assignment is the network-wide
state configuration that maximizes the value of (4). At each
iteration of the max-sum algorithm, every node in the graph
sends a message to each of its neighbors. Each message gives
an estimation of the sender’s beliefs about the potential cost to
the total efficiency of the network by the states of the recipient.
Nodes then update their beliefs about their own states based
upon the content of the messages they received. The process of
message passing and belief update continues until the beliefs
of each node become stable. In Section IV-A, we discuss the
properties of LBP while the rest of the section explains our
use of the algorithm in this multiunit SCF scenario.

A. Properties of Max-Sum Algorithm

LBP is known to converge to exact results in a finite num-
ber of iterations on tree-structured graphs. While there is no
such guarantee for more loopy graphs, and if convergence is
reached, the solution will be an approximation, unless the
graph contains only a single loop [19]. Reference [20] has
established worst-case bounds on the quality of solutions pro-
duced by max-sum LBP, although these guarantees hold only
when all unary and pairwise potentials are nonnegative, which
is not the case in our model. Despite these limitations, LBP
has seen great success in a number of areas, including turbo
codes, low density parity check codes and stereo vision, as
well as in communication in sensor networks [15], [24], and
more recently, in supply chain emergence [2], [25]–[27].

B. States

In our implementation of the max-sum algorithm for supply
chain emergence, for each agent there exists a finite number
of purchases and sales (if the agent is a producer) in which
the agent is viable, i.e., it acquires the necessary number of
units of its input goods and sells the corresponding quantity of
its output good. We encode each of these tuples of exchange
relationships as states. For producers, each state defines a list
of suppliers, a quantity bought from each supplier, a list of
buyers and the quantity sold to each buyer. For consumers, a
state lists a set of suppliers and the quantity bought from each
supplier. For example, a possible state for producer P3 in Fig. 1
is “Buy 2 units of good 1 from P1 and sell to 1 unit of good 3
to C1.” The number of states an agent possesses increases with
the number of producers able to supply its input good(s), its
production capacity or number of desired consumable good
quantity, and the number of producers or consumers able to
consume its output good. Because we model each type of good
as an identical commodity, a producer or consumer can buy
multiple units of the same good from different producers. For
example, C1 derives equal value from acquiring 2 units of
good 3 from Producer P2 and 1 unit of good 3 from Producer
P3 as it does from acquiring 3 units of good 3 from either
Producer P2 or P3. As well as a list of active states, we also
allow for the inactive state, where the agent does not acquire
or produce any goods.
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C. Cost Function

We allow for two distinct types of cost, denoted as fv(xv),
the unary cost for agent v of being in state xv, and guv(xu, xv),
the pairwise cost of connected agents u and v being in states
xu and xv. LBP aims to find the allocation which minimizes
these costs and thus provides the maximum surplus possible.
Our cost function is given below

ε(x1, . . . , xN) =
∑

v∈V

fv(xv) +
∑

(u,v)∈E

guv(xu, xv). (1)

ε(x1, . . . , xN) is the set of agents, fv(xv) is the unary cost of
agent v being in state xv, and guv(xu, xv) is the pairwise cost
of linked agents u and v, being labeled with states xu and xv.
With all else equal, the lower the cost function result, the more
efficient the allocation. We use the efficiency of the allocation
as a measure of the quality of a solution.

D. Unary Cost

Each agent associates each of its states with a cost. For
all agents, the cost of being in the inactive state is zero. For
producers, all active states incur a positive cost, equal to the
producer’s reserve price Rp multiplied by the number of units
the producer produces in that state. Consumers assign a neg-
ative cost to all states in which they acquire a good. If the
consumer acquires a single unit of their consumable good in
the state in question, the cost is equal to 0 − Vc, where Vc

represents the consumer’s consumption value, the value the
consumer assigns to the acquisition of its consumable good. If
the consumer acquires two goods, the cost is equal to 0−2Vc,
with the cost decreasing linearly as the number of goods the
consumer obtains increases.

E. Pairwise Cost

Pairwise costs encode the compatibility of two of the states
of a pair of neighboring agents. Two states are compatible if
agent i’s state lists agent j as a buyer and the list of sellers in
j’s state includes i, and the number of units sold by i to j in i’s
state is equal to the number of units bought by j from i in j’s
state and vice versa. They are also compatible if agent i’s state
does not list agent j as a buyer and j’s state does not list agent
i as a seller and vice versa, or if both states are inactive states.
If the states are compatible, the pairwise cost is equal to zero.
If the two states do not meet either of these conditions, they
are incompatible, and the pairwise cost of this combination of
states is equal to positive infinity.

1) Belief Update: When updating their beliefs about their
own states, agents add the unary cost of that state to the sum of
the belief values contained within the messages passed from
their neighbors in the previous step about that state. Thus,
agent i’s belief in its state xu is calculated as

beli(xu) = fi(xu) +
∑

j∈Nu

mj→i(xu) (2)

where fi(xu) is to the unary cost of i’s state xu, and mj→i(xu)

are the messages received from i’s set of neighbors j ∈ Nu in
the previous step.

2) Messages: At each iteration of LBP, each agent passes
a message to each of its neighbors in the network containing a
vector of belief values. These values correspond to the beliefs
of the sender about the potential cost to the network of each
of the recipient’s states, and are calculated using

mi→j(xv) = minxu

(
beli(xu) − mj→i(xu) + gij(xu, xv)

)
. (3)

Each message contains a value for each of recipient j’s
states. To calculate the value to be sent for state xv of j, for
each of it’s own states xu, i subtracts the pairwise cost of xu

plus the belief value in message passed in the previous step
from j about xu from i’s current belief in state xu. This process
continues until all of i’s states have been compared with j’s
state xv, at which point the minimum of these values is added
to the message, and the process is repeated for the next of j’s
states. Once values have been calculated for all of j’s states,
the message is passed from i to j.

F. Allocation

Before allocation is performed, each agent determines their
final state—the state, at convergence, in which the agent
believes holds the lowest cost. Once the final states of each of
the agents have been determined, agents share their final states
with their neighbors and the process of allocation begins. Each
agent removes edges to other agents not listed in their final
state, and agents with an inactive final state remove all of their
edges. They remove edges leading to neighbors who do not
mutually list them in their final state, or with whom there is
a mutual listing but a misalignment in terms of quantities. If,
once edges are removed, a producer is left with edges to sup-
pliers enabling it to acquire each its input goods in the desired
quantities as well as one or more edges to buyers then it is
regarded as active in the allocation. Similarly, consumers left
with edges leading to suppliers of their consumable good are
designated as active in the allocation.

G. Allocation Value

We calculate allocation values using (4). We sum the prod-
ucts of the consumption value Vc of each active consumer c
in the set of active consumers C and the number of goods
obtained by c, Ac. From this, we subtract the sum of the prod-
ucts of the reserve price Rp of each active producer p in the set
of active producers P and the number of goods manufactured
by p, Mp to produce a final allocation value

Val =
∑

c∈C

VcAc −
∑

p∈P

CpMp. (4)

H. Payments

An active producer p is paid a fee by each of the buyers of
its output good, at a price equal to the value of

Fbp = RpMpb + Mpb

Mp

∑

i∈SP

Fpi. (5)

Fbp is the fee paid from buyer b to producer p, Rp is p’s
reserve price, Mpb is the number of goods manufactured by
p for buyer b, Mp is the total number of goods produced by
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producer p, Fpi is the fee paid by p to each supplier i from p’s
set of suppliers SP. Buyers pay p’s marginal cost of producing
each good they purchase plus a proportion of p’s input good
costs commensurate with the proportion of p’s total output they
purchase. No payments are made to or by the mechanism.

I. Convergence

We make use of a convergence detector agent, as recom-
mended in [1] for scenarios with multiple agents in initially
nonquiescent states, which controls termination but is other-
wise uninvolved in the workings of the algorithm. The use of
such an agent is not unrealistic for SCF settings—in the real
world, it is highly likely that SCF facilitation would be pro-
vided by a coordinating third party, who would be represented
by such an agent, rather than being instituted directly by the
businesses themselves. This means that limited communication
between participating agents and the third party is a reason-
able assumption. Indeed, this assumption of communication
with third parties is made by all market-based approaches,
whether centralized or decentralized, in the form of bids placed
in auctions or negotiation via dedicated mediator agents.

Even in decentralized approaches such as [1], the market
for a single good can ultimately be viewed as centralized,
with a single auction responsible for aggregating the bids of
multiple participants and deciding the winning bidders. The
difference between this approach and a centralized approach
is that the solution produced relies upon the result of multiple
local auctions, rather than one single global auction. Thus, the
goal in decentralized SCF is not to produce a technique for
the niche situation which requires all aspects of the process
to be completely decentralized, but to decentralize the most
important aspect of the process, which is to compute global
solutions in a local manner on the basis of limited informa-
tion. Our convergence detector agent detects convergence more
quickly and with less overhead than a distributed algorithm
for acyclic directed graphs (e.g., the Dijkstra–Scholten [28],
which involves a stage of spanning tree construction). It does
not, however, affect the computation of solutions and thus does
not centralize our approach.

It is also important to note that while the use of a con-
vergence detector agent serves to shorten the running time of
the algorithm, the fact that it is not required for the algo-
rithm to produce solutions means that it does not represent a
single point of failure. This in contrast with the auctions or
mediators present in market based approaches, the failure of
which would in all centralized approaches and the majority of
decentralized approaches—if the failed auction is for a critical
good—prevent the technique from producing solutions.

Once the LBP algorithm has begun, each agent reports to
the convergence detector agent at each iteration specifying
whether the state in which they believe holds the lowest cost
has changed since the previous iteration. If the current number
of iterations is greater than the size of the spanning tree—
as is explained in the following paragraphs—and all agents
reported that their lowest-cost state has remained the same
as the previous iteration, then the convergence detector agent
halts the algorithm, and allocation is performed. The process
of allocation is outlined in Section IV-F.

As mentioned in Section IV-A, LBP is known to converge
on tree-structured graphs in a number of iterations equal to
the graph’s diameter. Although not all of our networks are
trees, we take this value as the earliest number of iterations at
which it can be said that LBP has converged. In the absence
of an efficient, distributed and general technique for finding an
exact value for the graph diameter, we use distributed depth-
first search, according the method proposed in [29], to find
a spanning tree of the graph. The diameter of the spanning
tree is then determined using the distributed Bellman–Ford
algorithm in order to provide an upper bound for the value of
the actual diameter of the graph.

It is important to note that while the use of a convergence
detector agent serves to shorten the running time of the algo-
rithm, a random agent present in the original network can
instead perform the function of the convergence detector agent
if a fully decentralized approach is required. We refer to such
an agent as the “coordinator agent.” Once LBP has reached
a number of iterations equal to the diameter of the spanning
tree, the coordinator agent initiates a distributed breadth-first
search similar to that used to find the diameter of the spanning
tree. This time, agents send messages to their neighbors indi-
cating whether they have reached convergence or not. These
messages are propagated back to the coordinator agent. Once
the coordinator agent has received a message indicating the
convergence status of each node in the network—it is aware
of the identities of each agent, though not their costs or capa-
bilities, through the construction of the spanning tree—then it
either terminates the algorithm if all agents have converged,
or allows it to continue for a number of steps equal to the
diameter of the spanning tree.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We perform two sets of experiments, examining the effi-
ciency of the allocations produced by LBP in both static and
dynamic environments. We compare results in the static case
to multiunit reimplementations of the SAMP-SB and SAMP-
SB-D auction protocols presented in [1]. Due to the absence of
a comparable technique for our dynamic environment experi-
ments, we compare these results with those produced by LBP
in the static case.

A. Static Environment Experiments

In the static environment, we compare LBP with multiu-
nit implementations of two decentralized auction protocols
from [1]. We test each technique over 100 runs on each of the
supply chain networks given in [1]. We extended SAMP-SB
and SAMP-SB-D according to the suggestion proposed in [1]
by using multiple copies of each agent to represent each unit of
a given producer’s capacity or consumer’s number of desired
goods. Because this representation does not allow for the use
of input to output good ratios, for fair comparison we also
test LBP with all ratios set to 1, which we refer to as rati-
oless LBP. Ratios serve to constrain the number of possible
solutions in the network. We perform 100 runs of ratioless
LBP, standard multiunit LBP, SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D for
each network, varying input ratios and consumer desired goods
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TABLE I
FULL LIST OF THE ALTERATIONS WE ALLOW FOR

(for LBP) as well as reserve prices and production capacities
(for all methods) between each run. We discard runs in which
the optimal allocation value, determined using mixed integer
programming, is nonpositive. Reserve prices are drawn from
the distribution U(0, 1), production capacities from the inter-
val (4, 5), consumer desired goods from (2, 3), and input to
output good ratios from (1, 2). We use these fairly large val-
ues for production capacities and consumer desired goods and
fairly low values for input to output good ratios to allow for
feasibility in larger networks; however, as long as a positive-
valued solution exists, the performance of LBP is largely
unaffected by the values used. Consumption values are fixed
at the per-network values given in [1] over every run.

B. Dynamic Environment Experiments

We perform three sets of experiments for each network in
the dynamic environment, testing LBPs ability to deal with
alterations to the structure of each network and to the prop-
erties the participants within to various extremes. Assessing
LBPs performance in these scenarios is important because the
changes to beliefs brought about as a result of these alterations
have the potential to disrupt the proper functioning of the
algorithm, while the performance of ascending auction-based
approaches such as SAMP-SB are inherently unaffected by
these changes. We describe these settings in Section V-F. For
all experiments, initial producer reserve prices are drawn from
the distribution U(0, 1), input good ratios from the interval
(1, 2), capacities from (4, 5) and consumer desired goods from
the interval (2, 3). A full list of the alterations we allow for
is shown in Table I. Parameters specific to changes involving
new entrants are explained in the following subsections.

C. New Entrants

In the interest of offering a mechanism capable of rapid
response to new entrants into the market, we allow for the
possibility of new producers and consumers entering the pro-
cess at any point before the final allocation is determined. For
the purposes of our experiments, we assign a tier value to each
good in the original, unaltered network. Goods produced by
producers with no inputs are tier 1 goods, goods produced by
producers which consume tier 1 goods are tier 2 goods, and
so on. For the purposes of these experiments, when a new

producer enters the market, it is assigned a randomly chosen
output good and an appropriate set of input goods from the
tier below its output good. The number of inputs each pro-
ducer is assigned is drawn randomly from (1, Gt) where Gt is
the total number of goods in the appropriate tier. If the pro-
ducer is assigned a tier 1 output good, it is given no inputs.
We assign input goods in this way in order to avoid scenarios
where producers are able to bypass multiple echelons of the
original supply chain by processing a low-tier good into an
output from a much higher tier, which simplifies the problem
of determining the optimal allocation, and also to prevent pro-
ducers from producing outputs of a lower tier than their input
goods, which is unrealistic. Producers are also assigned a ran-
dom reserve price, input to output good ratios and a capacity,
at the values specified in Section V-A.

Consumers are randomly assigned a consumable good from
a uniform distribution of the goods in the final tier of the
original network. For the purposes of our experiments, con-
sumption values for new consumers are set at a value randomly
drawn from a uniform distribution of the values plus or minus
10% of the consumption value of consumer C1 in the origi-
nal network. We set consumption values for new consumers
within these bounds so that the problem is not oversimpli-
fied by the entrance of consumers with very high consumption
values. Conversely, consumers with very low consumption val-
ues would be unlikely to acquire their consumable goods. The
number of goods new consumers desire is set in the same way
as for consumers present at initialization. The value used for
this property can be found in Section V-A.

D. Departures

If a producer or consumer wishes to leave the market, it
notifies each of its neighbors that it intends to leave, and then
removes all of its edges and states. Neighboring agents then
remove any states which list the departee as a buyer or seller.
In order to prevent manipulation of the mechanism, once a
participant has left the process it is not allowed to rejoin.

E. Property Changes

As shown in Table I, we allow for the alteration of each of
the following properties: producers may change their reserve
price, their input to output good ratios and production capac-
ities, while consumers may change their consumption values
and their number of desired goods.

F. Dynamic Environment: Experimental Settings

In the following subsections, we explain the details of each
of our three experimental settings.

G. Dynamic Environment Setting 1: Single Change,
Single Type

In the first set of dynamic experiments we run, we test LBPs
ability to cope with a single incidence of each of the nine
possible changes listed in Table I. This scenario tests LBPs
ability to cope with minor alterations to the original network.
We perform 100 runs of LBP on each network for each change.
In each run, a random step is selected between step 1 and AD,
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the approximate graph diameter, with equal likelihood for each
step, as determined by the convergence detector agent. LBP
continues to run until convergence is detected, as is specified
in Section IV-I, or, if convergence is not reached, until the
algorithm has run for 250 steps.

H. Dynamic Environment Setting 2: Multiple Changes,
Multiple Types

In the second set of dynamic experiments, we test LBPs
performance under a series of random changes. This allows
us to assess LBPs performance under more challenging con-
ditions than in Setting 1. The number of changes for each run
is drawn from the interval (2, 5) and is varied between runs.
The step at which the first change occurs follows the same
method as in Setting 1. The steps at which each of the subse-
quent changes occur are drawn from the interval (Cprev, AD),
where Cprev is the step at which the previous change occurred
and AD is the approximate graph diameter. These values are
recomputed for every run. For this and each subsequent set of
experiments, once the final change occurs, LBP continues to
runs until convergence or until 250 steps have been completed.

I. Dynamic Environment Setting 3: More Changes,
Multiple Types

Finally, the third set of dynamic experiments model a sce-
nario similar to experimental setting 2, but this time allow for
the possibility of a larger number of random alterations. This
tests LBPs ability to cope under very challenging conditions,
with numerous changes being made during the running of the
algorithm. In this set of experiments, the number of changes
per run is drawn from the interval [6 . . . 10], and is varied
between runs.

We model a dynamic environment by removing and adding
participants, and changing the properties of existing partici-
pants. The potential alterations we allow for can be grouped
into three categories—new entrants, departures and property
changes. A full list of possible alterations, sorted by category
is shown in Table I. We explain the details of each of these
three categories in the following subsections.

J. Performance Evaluation

In both the static and dynamic environments, we run LBP
on each network until a convergent state is reached, using the
value of the allocations produced as a measure of the quality
of our solutions. If LBP does not converge before 50 iterations,
we record the result as a zero-valued allocation, which indi-
cates that no solution was found. We use lp_solve, a free mixed
integer programming solver which computes the optimal allo-
cation in a centralized manner, to provide a benchmark optimal
allocation value to compare LBP against. We present our
results in the form of average efficiency, which is calculated by
dividing the total allocation values produced by each method
over 100 runs on each network by the maximum available
value, as determined by lp_solve, over the same 100 runs. An
average efficiency of 1.000 indicates that 100% of the avail-
able value was captured on each of the hundred runs for that
particular network instance, and represents the best possible
result. Allocation values are calculated as per Section IV-G.

TABLE II
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY IN EACH NETWORK PRODUCED BY THE PROPOSED

LBP-BASED TECHNIQUE, AND THE SAMP-SB AND SAMP-SB-D
PROTOCOLS FROM [1]. A RESULT OF 1.000 IS EQUAL TO THE

CAPTURE OF AN AVERAGE OF 100% OF AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY,
WHILE A RESULT OF −1.000 IS EQUAL TO AN AVERAGE CAPTURE

OF −100% OF AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY. NOTE THAT WHILE 1.000
IS THE MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE POSITIVE VALUE, IT IS POSSIBLE

TO PRODUCE NEGATIVE OVERALL EFFICIENCIES BELOW −1.000.
THE BIGGER NETWORK WITH RATIOS PRODUCED THE

LARGEST STANDARD DEVIATION WITH A VALUE

OF 0.12, INDICATING VERY LITTLE VARIABILITY

WITHIN OUR RESULTS

TABLE III
PER-NETWORK COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF MESSAGES

PASSED BEFORE CONVERGENCE IN MULTIUNIT LBP WITH AND

WITHOUT RATIOS COMPARED TO THE AVERAGE NUMBER

OF BIDS PLACED BEFORE QUIESCENCE IN THE

SAMP-SB PROTOCOL FROM [1]

VI. RESULTS

A. Static Environment: Average Efficiency

Table II shows the average efficiency produced by each
method—multiunit LBP without ratios, multiunit LBP with
ratios, and our multiunit implementations of the SAMP-SB and
SAMP-SB-D auction protocols. Input to output good ratios are
not present in SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D. We see that both
LBP-based methods are able to match or outperform SAMP-SB
on the majority of networks, whilst also matching the results
produced by SAMP-SB-D on many network instances. As
expected, LBP finds the optimal allocation 100% of the time
on acyclic networks, while still being able to produce highly
efficient allocations on more loopy networks. We also see that
LBP tended to perform better when input to output good ratios
are not present; this is to be expected since the presence of
ratios serves to constrain the number of solutions available.

B. Static Environment: Messages/Bids Before Convergence

From Table III, we see that the LBP methods tend to
require far fewer exchanges of information to converge to a
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFICIENCY CLASSES PRODUCED BY LBP UNDER EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1,

WHERE A CHANGE OF A SINGLE TYPE OCCURS ONCE PER RUN

TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFICIENCY CLASSES PRODUCED BY LBP UNDER EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1,

WHERE A CHANGE OF A SINGLE TYPE OCCURS ONCE PER RUN

solution than is required in the auction-based methods. The
number of bids and price quotes exchanged in SAMP-SB
and SAMP-SB-D are identical—the only difference between
the protocols is a post-allocation decommitment stage—so we
do not include values for SAMP-SB-D in this table. It is
also clear that despite the differences in average efficiency
between LBP with ratios and LBP without ratios, both meth-
ods converge at roughly the same point in all networks. When
price quotes are taken into account, the frequency of informa-
tion exchange in SAMP-SB tends to be orders of magnitude
greater than in LBP, offsetting the fact LBP messages tend to
encode more information and thus are of a larger size than
bids in SAMP-SB.

C. Dynamic Environment Setting 1: Single Change,
Single Type

Tables IV and V show the efficiency classes produced by
LBP over 100 runs of each alteration type over each network.
Given the absence of a comparable decentralized supply chain
reconfiguration technique in the literature, the main basis of
comparison with these results is with those of multiunit LBP
with ratios.

In the Simple network, for which multiunit LBP with ratios
achieved 100% optimality, the results of Table IV suggest

that the effect of most alterations is reasonably minor, with
at most 4% of these optimal results being converted into zero
or negative-valued allocations for eight of the nine alterations
we tested. The sole exception to this is when a new consumer
is added to the network: in this case, 20% of the original
optimal results are lost to zero or negative-valued allocations.
Efficiency loss when a new consumer added is a common
occurrence on many of our networks; this is because the addi-
tion of new vertices and edges to the original graph often also
leads to the creation of one or more cycles. As we explain in
Section II-B3, there are no performance guarantees for LBP
on graphs with multiple cycles.

For the unbalanced network, for which multiunit LBP with
ratios produced optimal results 67% of the time in a non-
reconfiguration setting with a relatively large proportion of
suboptimal results, we see that reconfiguration actually leads
to a slight improvement in the proportion of optimal results in
several instances. We speculate that the reason for this might
be that certain changes, such as a producer being removed,
may lead to the removal of cycles or a widening of the differ-
ence in efficiency between optimal and suboptimal solutions,
making it easier for LBP to find optimal solutions. We also
notice that LBP is able to deal with the removal of the sole
consumer in the network and consistently produces optimal
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY FOR EACH TYPE OF CHANGE PRODUCED BY LBP IN EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1. A RESULT

OF 1.000 IS EQUAL TO THE CAPTURE OF AN AVERAGE OF 100% OF AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY

allocations (of value zero) for this alteration on this and all
other networks with a single consumer.

Results for all other networks—Two-Cons (98% optimal
results in the nonreconfiguration multiunit case), bigger (94%),
many-cons (100%), greedy-bad (69%), harder (27%), and huge
(63%)—follow in a similar vein, with most alterations tend-
ing not to significantly change the proportion of optimal results
produced. Certain alterations, in particular the removal of pro-
ducers and consumers, appear to consistently improve the
results LBP is able to produce for most networks. Others, most
notably the addition of producers, tend to mean LBP is able to
produce slightly fewer optimal allocations. Again, we attribute
improvements in performance brought about by departures of
producers to the removal of cycles leading to less frequent
double-counting of messages and more accurate agent beliefs.
Conversely, new producers and consumers joining the network
tend to reduce performance slightly by introducing additional
cycles to the networks.

Average efficiency results for experimental setting 1 are
presented in Table VI, and follow a similar pattern to the effi-
ciency classes results. For all but the Harder network, average
efficiencies tend to be roughly similar to the values for mul-
tiunit LBP with ratios in a nonreconfiguration setting, as is
shown in Table II. Again, adding a producer seems to have
the most pronounced adverse effect, with efficiency loss of
around 25% for most networks when this alteration is made.

D. Dynamic Environment Setting 2: Multiple Changes,
Multiple Types

Table VII shows the efficiency classes produced in exper-
imental setting 2, where randomly chosen alterations occur
between 2 and 5 times per run.

Because removing a consumer leads to 100% optimality in
most networks, and negates the effect of further shocks, we
do not allow this alteration to be chosen as a random shock
in this setting or in experimental setting 3. A set of 100 runs
were performed for each network. Table VIII shows the aver-
age efficiency produced by LBP in this setting. It is clear
from these results that multiple alterations have little effect on
LBPs performance, with only very slight degradations in total
optimality for most networks.

TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFICIENCY CLASSES PRODUCED BY LBP UNDER

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 2, WHERE RANDOMLY CHOSEN

CHANGES OCCUR BETWEEN 2 AND 5 TIMES PER RUN

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY FOR EACH TYPE OF CHANGE PRODUCED BY LBP

IN EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 2. A RESULT OF 1.000 IS EQUAL TO THE

CAPTURE OF AN AVERAGE OF 100% OF AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY

E. Dynamic Environment Setting 3: Many Changes,
Multiple Types

Table IX shows the efficiency classes produced in experi-
mental setting 3, while Table X shows the average efficiency
for the same experimental setting. In this setting, randomly
chosen alterations occur between 6 and 10 times per run, sim-
ulating a SCF scenario requiring a great deal of adaptation by
the mechanism. We allow for all of the alterations listed in
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TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFICIENCY CLASSES PRODUCED BY LBP UNDER

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 3, WHERE RANDOMLY CHOSEN

CHANGES OCCUR BETWEEN 6 AND 10 TIMES PER RUN

TABLE X
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY FOR EACH TYPE OF CHANGE PRODUCED BY LBP

IN EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 3. A RESULT OF 1.000 IS EQUAL TO THE

CAPTURE OF AN AVERAGE OF 100% OF AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY

Table I with the exception of the departure of consumers. As
previously stated, this is because the departure of a consumer
reliably leads to 100% optimality in most networks. When
compared to the results of experimental setting 2, we see that
LBPs performance degrades gracefully with a larger number
of changes per run. Total optimality and average efficiency
are very slightly worse that experimental setting 2 and, for
most networks, are roughly comparable to the results produced
when no reconfiguration is performed at all.

F. Game-Theoretic Properties

In this section, we analyze the game-theoretic properties
of our LBP-based approach, and compare them to those of
SAMP-SB and SAMP-SB-D.

1) Individual Rationality: A mechanism is classified as
individually rational if a participant cannot receive negative
utility by participating. As with SAMP-SB, we cannot guar-
antee the individual rationality of our approach given that
there exists the possibility of dead ends being present in our
allocations. Individual rationality could be guaranteed in our
approach using a process of post-allocation decommitment
similar to that used by SAMP-SB-D.

2) Incentive Compatibility: A mechanism is incentive com-
patible if the dominant strategy for participants is to truthfully

reveal their private valuations. At present, our mechanism is
not incentive compatible because participants may potentially
increase their utility by inflating their reserve prices. However,
there is an uncertain upper limit to this potential increase in
utility; if a producer reports a reserve price which is too high,
there may be an alternative, cheaper allocation in which the
misreporting agent does not participate. This limit is uncertain
as our agents operate under limited local information. This is
an issue for sellers in any real-life market-based scenario.

3) Budget Balance: Our approach involves no payments
either to or from the mechanism, and is therefore strongly
budget balanced. This property is also present in SAMP-SB/D,
as no payments are made to or by the auctions.

4) Allocative Efficiency: In static scenarios, LBP guaran-
tees perfect allocative efficiency on acyclic networks due to
its ability to reliably converge to the optimal MAP assign-
ment. If LBP converges on a network with a single loop,
the resulting allocation is also guaranteed to have perfect
efficiency. Because there is no guarantee of the quality of
solutions produced by LBP on networks with more than a
single loop, allocative efficiency for these networks is also
impossible to guarantee. Encouragingly, LBP showed strong
allocative efficiency on all of the loopy networks we tested.
It is also important to note that other techniques for SCF
tend to have difficulties under certain conditions: SAMP-SB
tends to perform poorly under certain sets of producer reserve
prices (specifically, prices which do not permit competitive
equilibrium—see [1] for further details) and combinatorial
approaches may face problems with scalability.

VII. CONCLUSION

Decentralized approaches for SCF provide advantages over
centralized techniques in terms of scalability and an absence of
a single point of failure. However, existing decentralized tech-
niques have tended to be applied to abstract scenarios where
goods are exchanged one unit at a time. In this paper, we
presented a technique for decentralized multiunit SCF using
max-sum LBP. We tested the performance of LBP in both
static and dynamic environments. In a static environment, our
results indicate that LBP outperforms SAMP-SB; it also per-
forms comparably to SAMP-SB-D without performing any
post-allocation decommitment. LBP also requires much less
information to be exchanged than either of the auction pro-
tocols. Our dynamic environment experiments allowed us to
evaluate LBPs performance in a setting where the algorithm is
forced to adapt to changes in the properties or composition of
participating agents. We tested the effect on efficiency produced
by each individual change, as well as the effect produced by
multiple successive randomly-chosen changes. We found that
LBPs performance remains solid when faced with the major-
ity of the changes we applied, and that performance degrades
gracefully in the presence of large numbers of alterations.

An important characteristic of the LBP mechanism for
decentralized supply chain emergence is that, unlike the
auction-based techniques, it is not a market-based approach.
While messages in LBP resemble bids in an auction, the infor-
mation they carry is significantly richer than just price. This
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allows the emergence of chains that not only are efficient
in terms of cost, but also take into consideration production
capacities (and can be enriched to deal with further con-
straints such as quality, deadlines, reputation) in a consistent
and efficient manner.

In future work, we intend to focus on algorithms to unfold
loops, potentially improving performance on loopy networks.
The properties of goods could be expanded to model factors
such as quality and delivery dates. Our work on dynamic
response to changes in the structure of the supply chains
and the properties of the participants could be combined with
recent work on reliability of networks [30] to provide a mea-
sure on how resilient a particular formation is. Additionally,
because we at present assume all agents are truth-telling,
allowing for strategic behavior in the form of misrepresen-
tation of beliefs in outgoing messages presents an interesting
avenue to pursue.
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